Levy Park, located in Houston’s Upper Kirby neighborhood and serving as the only public greenspace in the Upper Kirby District, has been completely redesigned and features thoughtfully designed, flexible outdoor rooms that support a multitude of programming needs. Prior to the re-development of Levy Park, if a park user wanted to expansion, the programming options were limited, offering only a static, passive space. The new design includes a variety of programmed activities that span the spectrum, creating enjoyment for people of all ages.

Levy Park regularly hosts daily, weekly, and seasonal events to promote healthy living and healthy lifestyles. Community-driven activities facilitate a multitude of programming needs for locals and visitors, and the park is designed to create synergy among the various spaces. A 5,000-square-foot rain garden harvests and reuses stormwater, creatively mitigating Meyer's historic house and floodplains, while also creating an attractive on-site amenity.

Simple shade makes the park comfortable and enjoyable to all users, while sustainable furniture provides flexibility for park users. At the heart of the park is the Children’s Garden, an interactive outdoor space that mimics a Houston rain shower, by changing the tempo of the water’s spray and alternating the lighting colors.

The Children’s Garden is an interactive obstacle course for children to engage with, including tunnels, a water feature, and musical instruments.